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During the Upper Palaeolithic animal teeth were consistently used by Anatomically Modern Humans as ornamental and symbolic objects used to facilitate individual and
group-level interaction. Two key Northeastern Italian sites, “Grotta di Fumane” (VR) and “Grotta del Broion” (VI) show that Cervus elaphus teeth were often used for this
purpose. While Grotta di Fumane yielded evidence of red deer incisors with groovings on the root, Grotta del Broion testifies to the use of deer canines and a completely
different techonological approach based on preparatory scraping and perforation by rotation. An in-detail description of these processes thanks to stereomicroscope and 3D
digital microscope allowed us to uncover a pattern of regional variabiliy in tooth choice and alteration practices that may be linked to the adaptive strategies of Aurignacian
and Gravettian hunter-gatherers of Northern Italy as well as to the emergence of a symbolic behaviour which is deeply rooteed in human culture.
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GROTTA DEL BROION
Grotta del Broion is a cave located on the eastern side of Colli Berici (Longare, VI) approximatively 150 meters above sea level.
Its Gravettian levels yielded 8 atrophic canine teeth belonging to Cervus elaphus. Five of them are perforated while the remaining three only present
with traces of drilling.
Nº 1-2 : Medial-upper hole section and the presence of circular traces suggest that perforation was conducted by rotation (Fig. b). The inner border
of the hole is rounded due to intense use in suspension and contain traces of red ochre. The apical portion of the root in N.1 is broken, while
concretions conceal traces of preparation in N.2.
Nº3: The hole presents with a truncated-conic section on the lingual side, while the section is flat on the buccal side. This may hint at a process of
gradual surface removal preceded by scraping (Fig. a) on the entire root. The latter exhibits some recent fractures.
Nº4: The hole has a "hourglass" section obtained by rotation (Fig. b). The lingual portion is polished due to use in suspension, while the buccal
portion exhibits traces of preparation.
Nº7: The hole has a "hourglass" section, but the exact process of preparation and perforation cannot be ascertained due to heavy concretion.
The buccal side presents with traces hinting at suspension. The presence of ochre is recorded on the entire tooth.
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Grotta di Fumane lies 350 m above sea level at the southern fringe of the Venetian Pre-Alps (Fumane, VR). The site
represents one of the most important stratigraphic sequences of Mediterranean Europe, owing to its rich
archaeological record and optimal preservation conditions. The sequence covers more than 80,000 years of hominin
prehistory, from the Mousterian to the Last Glacial Maximum. Lithics, faunal remains, hearths and other structures
are densely scattered on the ground, particularly in layers A11, A10, A9, A6, A5, A4 (Mousterian), A3 (Uluzzian)
and A2, A1 (Proto-Aurignacian). There two last layers yielded four incisors of red deer with grooving at the level of
the third intermediate of the root. Both stereomicroscope allowed to identify a similar processing for all teeth. The
groove, that at first glance appears circumferential (only in one case, Fig. 10), effectively consists of a series of
consecutive traits (Fig. 9 and 11), obtained through repeated and precise sciage. Deer incisors found at Fumane
were therefore prepared to host a robust binding which allowed their makers to use them as elements of a borader
parure (Fig. e).
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Nº5: The hole exhibits an oval section obtained by double perforation thorugh rotation (Fig. b). The inner section contains red ochre. This tooth is
well polished and shows wearing due to suspension (Fig.c) in a particularly thin localized portion of the root.
N°6: The hole presents with a "hourglass" section obtained by rotation (Fig.b) and with ochre on the inner surface. The entire tooth surface exhibits
longitudinal traces of scraping which are also visible in the traces of preparation for drilling (Fig.a). Tooth wearing is particularly intense in
proximity of a point in the tooth root that was thinned with high precision (Fig.c).
N°8: The hole presents with a "hourglass" section. It is not possible, however, to discriminate the process of perforation due to strong degradation.
The tooth exhibits red areas (ocrhe) and incisions made using lithic tools, possibly forming a decorative pattern.
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Teeth exhibiting clear anthropic traces also show a thinner root due to preparation by scraping (Fig. a) followeed by perforation (Fig.b). Three out
of eight canines (Fig. 5-6-8) may have been tightly tied to clothing or to elements of a parure (Fig. c). Red ochre is present on most of the perforated
canines and testifies the plausible coloration of the teeth or the support on which they were suspended.
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are part of human mythology since our remote past (TABORIN 2004). Venatic groups often use them to produce
trophies that are loaded with complex social meanings (BARGE-MAHIEU & TABORIN 1991).
In general, the choice of red deer seems related to its importance in both the Aurignacian and Gravettian huntersgatherers economy in this region of Europe.
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